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Abstract: During daily logistic management managers often met difficult decision optimization
problem concerning company staff. Such problems often rely on matching workers between them and
team leader or matching worker to a place and a time slot and often they, menagers want to optimise
their resources in order to receive such matches as maximum as possible as regars a cardinality
number of a such set. These optimisation problem are often NP-difficults and to solve them menagers
need special software tools. To aid managers in such situation artificial methods are used. Between
artificials methods is a one called the ant colony optimisation algorithm and why in this article an ant
colony optimization algorithm for the maximum cardinality 3-dimensional matching problem is
described. The problem is modeled by means of 2-dimensional arrays. The elaborated ant algorithm
was compared with another existing ant algorithm and tested for different values of ant algorithm
parameters. Results of these tests were presented and discussed. The elaborated algorithm shows its
superiority.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Logistic management of company staff is difficult and complex problem in
daily life of each manager. Optimal logistic decisions often should be taken very
quickly, but these decisions are very difficult in their nature. Often these problems
which should be solved belongs to NP-difficult problems, this means to such problems, which solutions can be received by algorithms with nonpolynominal time
complexity and which solution cannot be obtained in reasonable time. Artificial
methods are used to solve such difficult problems, which allow us to find optimal
solution quickly (Król, 2015); (Leśniak, 2015); (Kacprzak, 2015). Among NPdifficult problems there is the problem of staff assignment to jobs. Very good review of literature on subject, which concerns the assignment of workers to jobs is
paper (Niknafs, 2013). A one of NP-difficult problems, which can be met in area of
logistic staff management, is a problem of matching workers to them together and
to team leader. Managers often want to receive such triple-matches as much as
possible, so they want to optimise their resources and they want to find the maximum number of such triple-matches. This problem of finding maximum number of
triple-matching is theme of this paper. Amongst methods of artificial intelligence
which are used to support logistic staff management is an ant colony optimisation
method and such an example of artificial intelligence methods usage in order to
find solutions to staff assignment problem are papers (Devi, 2014); (Aftab, 2012),
the another is usage of genetic selection in papers (Stylianou, 2013); (Bergh, 2012);
(Younas, 2014); (Kotwal, 2015); (Fira, 2012). A good review on staff scheduling is
paper (Bergh, 2012). Amongst staff management problems is a one, which consist
on matching workers to them together and to team leader. This problem can be
modelled by means of three separable sets: one for team leader, one for workers
and one for workers too. In such construction, which consists of three separable
sets, we are looking for the optimal solution of our problem. The maximum number of triple-matches, which is find in construction of three separable sets, is our
optimal solution. This problem is already known as the 3-dimensional maximum
matching problem. This problem is a generalisation of the maximum matching
problem in bipartite graph, for which many polynomial-time algorithms already
exists and the solution can be obtained very fast. Problem of finding the maximum
number of the three-dimensional matching problem is one of NP-difficult problems
and it was a subject of research in such papers as (Balas, 1989); (Crama, 1992);
(Frieze, 1974); (Hansen, 1973); (Aiex, 2005); (Pasiliao, 2003). This problem is one
of the 21 NP-difficult Karp problems (Karp, 1972) and also it is known as threedimensional marriage problem (Knuth, 1997). Three-dimensional marriage problem concerns n boys, n girls and n pets. Matching M it is sum of k triple (b, g, p)
such that each boy, each girl and each pet belongs to exactly one triple. There is
a need to find the maximal number k of such triple (b, g, p). In the area of staff
management there is a mutual triple-matches of p workers to p workers and p team
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leaders. There are no exact polynomial time algorithms for maximum triplematches problem, so there are elaborated many heuristics algorithms for them
(Biro, 2010); (Erikson, 2006); (Clemons, 2003); (Chen, 2012); (Liu, 2006) or metaheuristics (Huang, 2006); (Clemons, 2004); (Gutin, 2009); (Jiang, 2008); (Gutin,
2011). Amongst such algorithms there are ants algorithms and they are very good
suited for obtaining solutions of combinatorial problems (Dorigo, 2002). I have just
belaboured an ant algorithm for three-dimensional maximum matching problem,
which is presented in paper (Schiff, 2018) and which has been shown to be better
than already kwon algorithms for this problem when we take into consideration the
maximum number of triple-matches (Crama, 1992); (Epifiano, 2014). In this paper
I presents a new ant algorithm, which allow to faster and for bigger dimensional
problem as regard the sizes of three separable sets find the solution in comparison
with this ant algorithm, which I have presented in paper (Schiff, 2018).

2. MAXIMUM CARDINALITY OF TRIPLE METCHING SET
Triple matching problem consists of X, Y, Z such, that:
1. X, Y and Z are three disjunctive sets, each of them consists of n elements
2. T={(x, y, z): x X ,y Y, z Z}  X×Y×Z and we look to find such a set M,
so:
a) MT
b) |M| = k
c) for any pair of triple from a set M, (x, y, z) and (x′, y′, z′), x ≠ x′, y ≠ y′ and z ≠ z′
Maximum cardinality of triple matching set consists on finding maximum |M|.
This problem with solution has been shown in Figure 1. Each edge represents
a relation of preferential between boy and girl. The triangle which is shown by
means of bold line represents a matching between boy, girl and pet or if you like
between a worker, a time slot and a place or between two workers and a team
leader. The maximum cardinality number of matchings – three triangles (B1, G1,
P3), (B2, G2, P1) and (B3, G3, P2) has been shown in Figure 1.
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B1

G1

B2
G2
B3
G3

P1
P2
P3
Fig. 1. Maximum cardinality of the triple-matching set

The problem of maximum triple-matching can be modelled by means of threedimensional array M. Any element of the table M is equals 1, this means that
a matching exists between worker 1, worker 2 and a team leader. When it is equals
0, this means that such a matching does not exist. All elements of the threedimensional M array are listed below for the case, which is shown in Figure 1.
M[b1 ,g1 ,p1 ]=0,
M[b1 ,g2 ,p1 ]=0,
M[b1 ,g3 ,p1 ]=0,
M[b2 ,g1 ,p1 ]=0,
M[b2 ,g2 ,p1 ]=1,
M[b2 ,g3 ,p1 ]=0,
M[b3 ,g1 ,p1 ]=0,
M[b3 ,g2 ,p1 ]=0,
M[b3 ,g3 ,p1 ]=0,

M[b1 ,g1 ,p2 ]=0,
M[b1 ,g2 ,p2 ]=0,
M[b1 ,g3 ,p2 ]=0,
M[b2 ,g1 ,p2 ]=0,
M[b2 ,g2 ,p2 ]=0,
M[b2 ,g3 ,p2 ]=0,
M[b3 ,g1 ,p2 ]=0,
M[b3 ,g2 ,p2 ]=0,
M[b3 ,g3 ,p2 ]=1,

M[b1 ,g1 ,p3 ]=1,
M[b1 ,g2 ,p3 ]=0,
M[b1 ,g3 ,p3 ]=0,
M[b2 ,g1 ,p3 ]=0,
M[b2 ,g2 ,p3 ]=0,
M[b2 ,g3 ,p3 ]=0,
M[b3 ,g1 ,p3 ]=0,
M[b3 ,g2 ,p3 ]=0,
M[b3 ,g3 ,p3 ]=0.

The solution for our problem of finding the maximum number of triple-matching
consist of three elements of array M. According with our case, which is presented in
Figure 1, they are M[b1 ,g1 ,p3 ]=1, M[b2 ,g2 ,p1 ]=1 and M[b3 ,g3, p2 ]=1.
Any two elements of this solution does not concerns the same boy, the same girl or
the same pat and thus the constraint 2c is fulfilled.
The solution of our problem can be shown by means of three two-dimensional arrays as it can be seen in Table 1. The solution of our problem is shown in Figure 1.
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Table 1. Three two-dimensional arrays for the case
Mgp[][]
G1
G2
G3

P1
1
1
0

P2
1
0
1

P3
1
0
0

Mbp[][]
B1
B2
B3

P1
0
1
0

P2
0
0
1

P3
1
0
0

Mbg[][]
B1
B2
B3

G1
1
0
0

G2
1
1
1

G3
0
0
1

3. STRUCTUTRE OF THE ANT ALGORITHM
Each ant in the ant algorithm create a solution to a problem. In each cycle solutions received by m ants are compared and the best one is remembered, which is
compared with other best solutions from precedent cycles.
The ant algorithm which is presented in this article, different from the ant algorithm, which is presented in paper (Schiff, 2018). Difference rely on a way of modelling, this algorithm, which is presented in paper (Schiff, 2018) uses a threedimensional array, when this algorithm, which is presented in this paper uses 3 twodimensional arrays, which have been shown in Table 1, These arrays are used to
model a problem. This structure change conduct to a new ant algorithm and to a new
algorithm action.
During the algorithm description a boy, a girl and a pet are uses instead of
worker 1, worker 2 and a team leader, so thus the algorithm description is more
understandable.
At the beginning on all edges, which represent preferential between boys, girls
and pets, maximum quantities of pheromone are given. tmax (line 1). The ant algorithm consisted of two loops: the first one for cycles (line 4) and the second one for
ants (line 6). Arrays allowedb[] and allowedg[] are used in such a way, that: when
any ant find a relation of preference between boy and girl, then this boy and this
girl could not be chosen to any other relation of preference and thus the constraint
2 c is fulfilled. This exclusion is made by the assignment of value 0 to elements of
arrays allowedb[] and allowedg[], which represent this boy and this girl (line 29–30).
Thus we assure that any boy and any girl do not be chosen twice to two different
matches and thus we assure that the solution will be correct. If elements of arrays
allowedb[] and allowedg[] has assigned values 1, this means that these boys and
these girls could be chosen by ants in order to make a new match (line 7–8).
The loop while(go) is repeated so long as long there is a match (b, g), which
could be added to solution (line 13). Inside this loop the sum of the pheromone
deposited so far on preferences is calculated, which could be chosen to solution
(line 16–19), probability of such selection (line 21–22) and also this selection is
done by means of roulette method (line 25–30) and afterword’s the selected match
is added to a solution (line 28). Thus each ant find a solution, which is constructed
of k – matches. The loop while(go) can be repeated n times.
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All matches between boys and girls are in the array solution[b][g], so base on
this array an array Mbgp[b lub g ][p] is created (line 31–38). When we have
a match between worker 1 and worker 2 ant checks if they have the same mutual
preference to pet and if so a value 1 is assigned to an element of array Mbgp[b or
g][p]=1. If there is no such a preference a value 0 is assigned to element of array
Mbgp[b or g ][p]=0. It does not matter if we choose index of a boy or a girl, but
we have to be consequent in our selection.
Now this part of algorithm (line 39–61) is performing in the same way as the
part (line 6–30), but there is difference such that the action is made on the array
Mbgp[][] instead of the array Mbg[][] and the solution is kept in the array solution2[][].
Each ant check if a solution is better than already founded solutions and if so
this solution is remembered (line 62–65). To do this each ant compute a number of
matches ld, which a solution is constructed of. From all solutions received in one
cycle only one with the biggest number of matches ldb is selected. This number ldb
is compared with the number ldg (line 66) and the bigger number is kept, this
means the better solution is kept. These numbers are used to compute a quantities
of the pheromone, which should be put on all matches, which constitute a solution.
Next an ant communication system is implemented (line 67–69): the evaporation rate of pheromone r and additional quantities of pheromone dt is calculated
and deposited on all matches form the best solution (line 68–69).
Pseudo–code of elaborated ant algorithm for three-dimensional maximum
matching problem is presented as algorithm.
The elaborated ant algorithm for the maximum triple-matching problem.
1. all tbg[i][j]=tmax;
2. all tbgp[i][j]=tmax;
3. ldg=0;
4. for each cycle
5. { ldb=0;
6. for each ant
7.
8.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

{ for all i allowedb[]=1;
for all j allowedg[]=1;
for all i,j p[][]=0;
for all i,j solution[][]=0;
go=1;
while(go)
{ go=0;
sumat=0;
for all i,j
if allowedb[]==1 && allowedg[]==1 && Mbg[][]==1
{ go=1;
sumat=sumat+tbg[][]; }
if go==1
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{ for all i,j if allowedb[]==1 && allowedg[]==1 && Mbg[][]==1
22.
p[][]=tbg[][]/sumat;
23.
pr=(rand()/(double)32767);
24.
sumap=0;
for all i,j
25.
if allowedb[]==1 && allowedg[]==1 && Mbg[][]==1
26.
{ sumap=sumap+p[][];
27.
if sumap>pr
28.
{ solution[][]=1;
29.
allowedx[i]=0; i=n;
30.
allowedy[j]=0; j=n; } }
}//if go==1
}//while(go)
31. licz=0;
32. for all i,j
33. Mbgp[i][j]=0;
34. if solution[i][j]==1
35.
for all k
36.
if bp[i][k]==1 && wp[j][k]==1
37.
{ Mbgp[i][k]=1;
38.
Licz=licz+1;}
39.
for all i allowedb[]=1;
40.
for all j allowedp[]=1;
41.
for all i,j p[][]=0;
42.
for all i,j solution2[][]=0;
43.
go=1;
44.
while(go)
45.
{ go=0;
46.
sumat=0;
47.
for all i,j
48.
if allowedb[]==1 && allowedp[]==1 && Mbgp[][]==1
49.
{ go=1;
50.
sumat=sumat+tbgp[][]; }
51.
if go==1
{ for all i,j
52.
if allowedb[]==1 && allowedp[]==1 && Mbgp[][]==1
53.
p[][]=tbgp[][]/sumat;
54.
pr=(rand()/(double)32767);
55.
sumap=0;
for all i,j
56.
if allowedb[]==1 && allowedp[]==1 && Mbgp[][]==1
57.
{ sumap=sumap+p[][];
58.
if sumap>pr
59.
{ solution2[][]=1;
60.
allowedb[i]=0; i=n;
61.
allowedp[j]=0; j=n; } }
}//if go==1
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}//while(go)
62.
ld=0;
63.
for all i,j
64.
if solution2[][]==1 ld=ld+1;
65.
if ld>ldb ldb=ld;
}//for each ant
66. if ldb>ldg lg=ldb;
67. dt = (1 / (1 - ( (ldg-ldb)/ldg)));
68. for all i,j if solution2[][]==1 tbgp[][]=r*tbgp[][] +dt
69. for all i,j if solution[][]==1 tbg[][]=r*tbg[][] +dt
}//for each cycle

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
There are two algorithms for the maximum triple-matching problem and one of
them is described in paper (Schiff, 2018) and the another algorithm, which is presented in this paper. The first is called N_ANT3DMATCHING and the second is
called ANT3DMATCHING. They were compared with each other. During experiments, which were conducted, the maximum number of triple-matches was observed.
During the first experiment the dimension of problem was changing from n=10
to n=50. Averages maximum numbers of triple-matches from 10 measurements are
presented in Table 2. It can be see that elaborated algorithm N_ANT3DMATCHING
allows to receive bigger numbers of triple-matches in comparison with the algorithm ANT3DMATCHING, which is presented in paper (Schiff, 2018).
Next the number of cycles was changing from lc=50 to lc=250. Averages
maximum numbers of triple-matches from 10 measurements are presented in Table
3. The algorithm, which is called N_ANT3DMATCHING, shows his superiority
over algorithm, which is called ANT3DMATCHING in regards the number of triple-matches, which has been received.
Table 2. Average numbers of triple-matching when lc=100, lm=30, r=0.998, q=0.07
N
N_ANT3DMATCHING
ANT3DMATCHING

10
0,4
0,3

20
2,1
1,9

30
7,1
6,6

40
13,2
12,3

50
23,2
20,4

Table 3. Average numbers of triple-matching when n=50, lm=30, r=0.998 i q=0.07
Lc
N_ANT3DMATCHING
ANT3DMATCHING

50
21,8
19,9

100
23,2
20,4

150
21,8
20,0

200
21,4
19,6

250
21,2
19,2
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During the next experiment, which was conducted, the number of ants was
chancing from lm=10 to lm=50. Averages maximum numbers of triple-matches
from 10 measurements are presented in Table 4. There is no a big difference in
comparison with the precedent experiment, in which the number of cycles was
changing and it is likewise when the evaporation rate is changing from r=0.990 to
r=0.998. Averages maximum numbers of triple-matches from 10 measurements in
case of changing evaporation rate are presented in Table 5.
Table 4. Average numbers of triple-matching when n=50, lc=100, r=0.998 i q=0.07
Lm
N_ANT3DMATCHING
ANT3DMATCHING

10
21,4
19,4

20
22,4
19,8

30
23,2
20,4

40
21,5
18,8

50
22,7
20,4

Table 5. Average numbers of triple-matching when lc=100, lm=30, n=50 i q=0.07
R
N_ANT3DMATCHING
ANT3DMATCHING

0.990
20,4
19,1

0.992
22,8
21,1

0.994
22,6
20,3

0.996
21,8
20,0

0.998
23,2
20,4

Table 6. Average numbers of triple-matching when lc=100, lm=30, n=50 i r=0.998
Q
N_ANT3DMATCHING
ANT3DMATCHING

0.04
6,1
6,1

0.07
23,2
20,4

0.10
38,3
33,8

0.13
44,8
39,6

0.16
47,8
42,3

During the last experiment the density of preference q was changing Results
have been shown in Table 6. We can see that the number of triple-matches is
changing when the size of problem is constant and equals n=50. We see that density of preference is low. The density of preference is the probability with which
preference between worker 1 and worker 2 exists or between worker 1 and a team
leader or between worker 2 and a team leader. All time new elaborated algorithm,
which is called N_ANT3DMATCHING allow to receive a better solution than the
algorithm ANT3DMATCHING with regards the maximum number of triplematches.

5. CONCLUSION
In this article a new ant algorithm, called N_ANT3DMATCHING, for the maximum triple-matching problem is presented. All experiments shown that the algorithm, called N_ANT3DMATCHING, shown its superiority over the algorithm
called ANT3DMATCHING, since it let us to receive a bigger number of triple-
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matches and in faster way. Time complexity of algorithm, called
ANT3DMATCHING is smaller than the algorithm, called ANT3DMATCHING.
Time complexity of the new elaborated algorithm is (lc*lm*n4), when the early
algorithm has time complexity (lc*lm*n5), so a new algorithm can perform n times
faster than the old one and this is also an important achievements.
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